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GENERAL DISCUSSION
In this thesis we studied the genetic background of Dutch primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) patients. In addition, we studied the potential of exhaled breath analysis and hypertonic saline inhalations in the respiratory management of PCD patients. In this chapter we reflect on our main results and discuss methodological considerations. Finally, we address our recommendations and propose directions for future research.

**PART I GENETIC DIAGNOSIS OF PCD**

1.1 Unravelling the genetic background of PCD

Although PCD was first described in 1933, it took until 1999 to identify the first causative gene by a candidate gene approach [1, 2]. *Chlamydomonas* flagellar mutants carrying a defect in the *IC78* gene were observed to have similar axonemal ultrastructural abnormality as some PCD patients [2]. By isolating and sequencing the human homologue *DNAI1* in two siblings with PCD, two compound heterozygous loss of function mutations were found. The candidate gene strategy was adopted by others, resulting in the identification of many other genes related to outer dynein arm (ODA) or combined ODA and inner dynein arm (IDA) defects [3–5]. In addition, large consanguineous families with PCD were found in which homozygosity mapping, a form of linkage analysis, could successfully be applied. Using this approach in a large Lebanese family, including 4 affected individuals, identified the genomic region in which candidate gene *DNAH5* was present. *DNAH5* is now recognized as the most important PCD-related gene in which up to 30% of patients harbor mutations [6]. In contrast to this rather slow pace of PCD gene discovery by the candidate gene approach and linkage analysis, the development of next-generation sequencing (NGS) has led to a dramatic acceleration [7]. This technology enables sequencing of the entire genome of a single person, thus allowing identification of mutations specific to that individual. Since the completion of the initial sequencing of a human genome (i.e. the Human Genome Project) the discovery of the molecular basis of Mendelian disorders has more than tripled from 1,000 to 3,600, which accounts for about 50% of all Mendelian disorders described [8] (figure 1).

Since the widespread application of this technique in PCD individuals, more than half of the PCD-related genes have been identified in the last 5 years [7]. These findings majorly contributed to our knowledge on cilia biogenesis and function. Linking these genes to PCD gave more insight into their role in cytoplasmic pre-assembly of axonemal components, transfer into the cilium and intra-axonemal transport and attachment [7, 9]. This thesis describes the contribution of 2 novel PCD-related genes and the first genetic characterization of 74 Dutch PCD patients.
In chapter 2 we first show the capability of NGS to identify a founder mutation in the consanguineous population of Volendam, where linkage analysis failed to do in the past. Volendam is a small genetically isolated Dutch village in North Holland owing to religious and geographical reasons dating back to the 15th century. The consequence of genetic isolation is that individuals have a different genetic make-up than the rest of the population. A group of settlers bring only a small sample of the overall genetic diversity with them. As the population expands the limited gene pool results in inbreeding and eventually consanguinity. In Volendam this has led to a high prevalence of several diseases such as pontocerebellar hypoplasia type 2, fetal akinesia deformation sequence, rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctata type 1, osteogenesis imperfecta type IIB/III and PCD (chapter 2). In the past, linkage analysis has been used to try to identify the causative gene for PCD in Volendam inhabitants. Linkage analysis is based on the tendency of alleles that are close together on a chromosome to be inherited together during meiosis [11]. DNA from both affected and unaffected individuals are genotyped for polymorphic markers spread throughout the genome. One can then identify a chromosomal region that shows segregation of a disease-associated haplotype in affected individuals, and of a non-disease-associated haplotype in unaffected individuals. In chapter 2 we describe the observation that the haplotype that is shared by individuals with PCD originating from the town of Volendam is only ~2 Mb in size. This could explain why a single locus was missed in past linkage mapping. By analyzing whole-exome sequencing data from only two individuals with PCD from Volendam we identified a novel homozygous mutation in CCDC114, an essential ciliary protein required for microtubular attachment of ODAs in the axoneme. All 16 PCD patients originating from Volendam that participated in our study.
harbored the same pathogenic mutation in a homozygous manner. We demonstrated that this mutation is likely to date back from more than 70 generations and was thus brought into the Volendam population by two or more settlers that were carriers of the mutation. Further, we show that there is an increased incidence of PCD of about 1:400 newborns in Volendam, corresponding to a carrier frequency of the \textit{CCDC114} mutation of 1:10 Volendam inhabitants. This is in stark contrast to the estimated incidence of PCD of ~ 1:10,000-1:30,000 in the rest of the world. The clinical impact of this study is huge as the founder mutation presents an important diagnostic target in this isolated Dutch Volendam population. It has enabled low cost Sanger sequencing of only one exon of the \textit{CCDC114} gene in patients with clinical symptoms of PCD originating from Volendam, instead of the elaborate diagnostic evaluation that is usually required to diagnose PCD (chapter 1). Further, carrier screening has become available for couples with affected relatives. As ~6% of PCD patients have a congenital heart defect, preconception carrier screening may optimize prenatal and postnatal care for these children. Similarly, founder mutations have been identified in American and Polish subpopulations with an increased incidence of PCD [12]. Identification of these mutations enables a simple diagnostic test for a large group of individuals with an increased risk of PCD. Although in American Amish and Mennonite communities that are geographically more dispersed, mutations in a few other genes were found in addition to a \textit{DNAH5} founder mutation [12].

In chapter 3 we describe the first observation of a recessive x-linked inheritance mode in four male PCD patients from 2 families, without syndromic co-segregation. In the vast majority of cases, PCD is inherited in an autosomal recessive mode. There are only rarely families described in which an autosomal dominant inheritance or recessive x-linked inheritance was observed [13–15]. These PCD-affected individuals additionally suffered from retinitis pigmentosa or had severe mental disability, which in both cases was the initial reason for the genetic investigation. We show that a hemizygous loss of function mutation in the x-linked \textit{PIH1D3} gene causes PCD in males without another co-segregating disease. This is of major importance to the analysis of exome sequencing data, as the presumed inheritance pattern in PCD is autosomal recessive. Mutations in \textit{PIH1D3} can therefore be easily overlooked, especially in male cases with ODA/IDA defects, without (I) syndromic co-segregation, (II) knowledge of the entire pedigree, (III) or without siblings or with only female siblings. Additionally, this inheritance pattern requires different genetic counseling on the risk of disease in the offspring of affected individuals than an autosomal recessive inheritance pattern. Shortly after the publication of our study it was suggested that \textit{PIH1D3} mutations may be a prominent cause of X-linked PCD [16]. Olcese and co-workers identified pathogenic mutations in \textit{PIH1D3} in 9,5% of affected males with PCD with a lack of dynein arms and so far unexplained genetic base of the disease. Therefore we suggest to
prioritize screening the PIH1D3 gene in male cases with combined IDA/ODA defects and an unknown or suggestive X-linked inheritance pattern.

In chapter 4 we characterized the gene defects in a Dutch PCD cohort. Data from this study confirm international observations that the majority of mutations in PCD are found in a rather small subset of genes and the others are relatively private mutations, occurring in a few families or in larger consanguineous populations. We do, however, observe a unique distribution of gene defects in the Dutch PCD population. CCDC114, DNAI1 and HYDIN mutations seem much more prevalent in the Netherlands than in other countries. In case of CCDC114 and DNAI1 this is caused by founder mutations (chapter 2 and 4). In case of HYDIN, mutations may partially be overlooked in other cohorts, as data analysis is complicated by a pseudogene spanning most of the HYDIN gene exons [17]. Data analysis of next-generation sequencing results can lead to false negatives by interference of such pseudogenes. This occurs in cases where sequencing reads that can be mapped on two locations are automatically discarded by a software pipeline. Consequently, point mutations present in these sequences can be missed. This was illustrated by the identification of additional HYDIN mutations in two patients after re-mapping our raw sequencing data to the reference genome excluding the pseudogene (chapter 4). We propose that this method can also be used to improve exome sequencing data analysis of other genes that have pseudogenes. So far, over 11,000 pseudogenes have been annotated in the human genome [18]. On the other hand, ambivalent mapping of sequencing reads due to high sequence similarity often results in false positives. Therefore, we confirmed the location of all pathogenic HYDIN mutations we found in our patients with HYDIN-specific primers (chapter 4).

1.2 The role of genetic testing in the diagnosis of PCD

As more and more genes are linked to PCD we need to establish the role of genetic testing in the diagnostic approach [19]. As we describe in more detail in chapter 1, the diagnosis of PCD has been primarily based on evaluation of the ciliary ultrastructure by electron microscopy and the ciliary motion, by high-speed videomicroscopy. As a result of the discovery of many PCD-related genes in the past few years, recent guidelines have included genetic testing as an option in the diagnostic work-up of suspected PCD patients [19]. A genetic test may have many advantages over the currently available screening and diagnostic methods. A genetic test may improve the time to diagnosis, facilitates genetic counseling of families and improve our knowledge on genotype-phenotype relationships. In chapter 4 we attempted to take a first step in the evaluation of the exact role of genetic testing in the diagnostic work-up of Dutch PCD patients. We aimed to determine the diagnostic yield of a targeted-exome gene panel in 74 pediatric and adult PCD patients. The target included 26 PCD-related genes that were identified at that time and an additional 284 candidate genes. We observed pathogenic
homozygous or compound heterozygous mutations in 68.9% of PCD patients. This yield would have been higher if it included the Volendam PCD patients (chapter 2) and if the panel would include 10 other genes that are currently also linked to PCD. In comparison, two other groups observed a diagnostic yield of 42-67% by using gene panels including 12-24 PCD-related genes [20–22]. These results underline that a targeted gene panel cannot be used as a sole test in the diagnosis of PCD. There may be several ways to increase the performance of a genetic test. By subsequently applying WES in patients without bi-allelic mutations, Marshall et al. increased the obtained diagnostic yield with ~15% [21]. This was improved with another ~8.8% by identifying copy number variations (CNV, i.e. large deletions or duplications) in patients with a pathogenic mono-allelic mutation [21, 23]. Although WES includes much more information about our DNA than a targeted-exome gene panel, it has the advantage of not showing unwanted findings, lower costs and a better reading depth, which decreases false negative and false positive findings.

Fortunately, recent technological advances are improving many of these aspects in WES. The huge advantage of using WES directly in all patients is that there is no need for re-sequencing if a targeted panel did not identify pathogenic mutations. This is illustrated by the relatively large group of PCD patients in our cohort in which we could not identify bi-allelic pathogenic mutations.

As an alternative to analyzing all WES data immediately, an in silico gene panel can be applied, including genes that are related to PCD specifically or to motile cilia in general. In chapter 4 we give an example of the latter. We hypothesized that genes that are important in ciliogenesis share a common gene expression profile with significant upregulation during in vitro ciliogenesis in cell cultures of human airway epithelium. All but one of the PCD-related genes that are currently identified fell into a cluster of ~ 5500 genes that showed upregulation during ciliogenesis. Although this is still a large cluster of genes, using it as an in silico panel following WES could have several advantages. First, the a-priori chance of identifying mutations in a novel PCD-related gene is increased as the genes in this cluster have a similar expression pattern as currently known PCD-related genes. Second, the number of variants to analyze would be reduced to ~21% of total and third, it would reduce the chance of unexpected findings.

When using WES in the diagnosis of Mendelian disorders we need to bear in mind that it still has some technical challenges to face. First, WES can show a very uneven distribution of the sequencing depth. This can lead to many “uncovered” parts of the exome with a low reading depth that may include pathogenic mutations. The principal factors underlying this problem are related to the capture and PCR-amplification steps required for the preparation of sequencing libraries for WES. Second, the heterogeneous coverage prevents WES from
reliably detecting CNVs (i.e. large deletions or duplications). Third, WES only sequences the protein-coding part of the genome (~1%). Previously the rest of the DNA was considered “bulk”, but there is evidence that over 70% of the genome is transcribed. Many of these transcripts do not code for proteins but have a regulatory role in gene expression, which can have pathological results when mutated. A universal challenge in all these approaches is to identify the functional relevance of novel sequence variants and to determine whether they can be responsible for the patients’ disease (chapters 2-4).

1.3 Genotype-phenotype
Genotype-phenotype relationships can be straightforward in case a single mutation leads to a particular phenotype, but they are often more complex. This complexity arises from differences in penetrance and expressivity, which can be affected by modifier genes, environmental factors and genetic and environmental interactions. The unravelling of the genetic background of PCD increasingly contributes to the understanding of observed differences in clinical phenotypes. Although genetic defects in PCD-related genes have robustly been linked to specific ultrastructural anomalies of the ciliary axoneme and a specific ciliary beat pattern, descriptions of the relationship between genotype and clinical phenotype are still scarce [7, 24]. This thesis adds a novel genotype-phenotype relationship to this field. In chapter 2 we describe the observation that male patients with the CCDC114 mutation are fertile, in contrast to most other PCD patients. Although this mechanism is not entirely understood yet we provide some evidence for the hypothesis that the function of the CCDC114 gene may be partially replaced by the CCDC63 gene, a gene that is 26% identical. This may also explain why the harmful CCDC114 mutation did not seem to undergo negative selection in the isolated Volendam population. Unfortunately, Knowles and co-workers, which also identified CCDC114 mutations in a cohort of American PCD patients, did not provide pedigrees that included information on the offspring of patients. Such observations illustrate the importance of gathering comprehensive clinical data to enable comparisons between patients with similar genotypes [25].

1.4 Methodological considerations
The diagnostic approach of PCD has evolved quickly in the past years. Until very recently there was no globally accepted consensus as to which diagnostic results constitute a definite PCD diagnosis, likely diagnosis or an excluded diagnosis [19]. As a result, not all patients have been diagnosed in a similar way and diagnostic delay occurs frequently [26]. Unification of these terms are important in the diagnostic process, the follow-up of patients and enrollment in clinical studies. In chapter 4 we show that as much as 17% of patients in our cohort was historically diagnosed solely based on clinical symptoms. Although PCD diagnostics in children has been well regulated in the Netherlands for many years, until 2017
it was not recommended by the Dutch Association of Chest Physicians (NVALT) to refer adult patients with non-CF bronchiectasis and clinical suspicion of PCD for diagnostic testing [27]. It is therefore likely that there are many Dutch adult non-CF bronchiectasis patients that are currently unaware of their disease etiology. This may have introduced a bias in our overview of the genetic distribution of Dutch PCD patients in chapter 4. In the NVALT guideline, which is currently under revision, it was stated that knowing the underlying etiology of non-CF bronchiectasis would not change the treatment plan as there are no evidence based treatment options. Unfortunately, this kind of self-fulfilling prophecy prevents scientific research to move forward. Shoemark and colleagues showed that identifying the cause of non-CF bronchiectasis in UK patients led to changes in the treatment of ~35% [28]. Further, diagnosing PCD may be important for the general quality of life of patients, for providing the required ENT care and for fertility and genetic counseling [9, 29, 30].

1.5 Recommendations and future perspectives
Genetic testing in PCD is still in its infancy. At this stage, we have only investigated the diagnostic yield of targeted exome sequencing, WES and CNV detection in diagnosed PCD patients, which did not reach beyond 76% [21]. The sensitivity of these techniques in a referral population is still unknown. Therefore, genetic testing cannot yet be a first-line test in PCD diagnostics. However, characterizing the genetic background in all PCD patients is vital to identify the remaining PCD-related genes and thereby improving the diagnostic yield. If genetic testing is used in the diagnostic approach at this point in time, it should be combined with tests that evaluate ciliary structure and function, such as TEM and HVMA [19]. In populations with a high frequency of a specific gene defect, such as in genetic isolates, Sanger sequencing of a single gene or several small genes can be a fast and cost-effective first option (chapter 2). In the majority of cases, we recommend WES in combination with an in silico panel of PCD-related genes. This panel can be expanded by a cluster of genes that show increased expression during in vitro ciliogenesis, to increase the diagnostic yield of the test (chapter 4). Exons of common PCD-related genes, with insufficient reading depth should be analyzed additionally with Sanger sequencing. Further, we recommend to isolate and store RNA from airway cells obtained from ciliary biopsies in all patients as this can be used to study the effect of genomic variants in more detail. In both chapter 2 and chapter 3 we show that the effect of splice variants requires confirmation at the RNA level. As in CF, where the sweat test is still needed in some cases, genetic testing is not likely to entirely replace all functional and structural ciliary assessments in PCD in the future. If costs drop and methods for data analysis and storage evolve, whole-genome sequencing may eventually be the preferred test for a genetic diagnosis in all Mendelian diseases, as it gives all the information that our DNA has to offer [31, 32].
Currently, all PCD-related gene defects consist of bi-allelic mutations in one gene or of a mono-allelic mutation in combination with a CNV in the other allele. It is unknown if trans-heterozygous mutations in different PCD-related genes are able to lead to a similar phenotype. In mice, the first evidence was recently provided that trans-heterozygous interactions between DNAH6 and other PCD genes potentially can cause heterotaxy [33]. Similarly, a subthreshold siRNA knockdown of Dnah6 in heterozygous Dnah5 or Dnai1 mutant mouse respiratory epithelia, causing dual haploinsufficiency, disrupted motile cilia function. There are several reports of PCD patients with only a single heterozygous pathogenic PCD mutation [20–22]. This could reflect the fact that another heterozygous mutation or a CNV has not been found yet or it could indicate that there is a role for transheterozygous mutations. In chapter 4 we describe that we found single heterozygous mutations in PCD-related genes in 5 patients and did not find any other mutations by additionally sequencing less covered areas of the gene. However, we did not investigate CNVs in these patients. In other ciliopathies involving primary cilia, an oligogenic disease model has been suggested. As an example, in Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS) a triallelic inheritance of BBS genes has been proposed as well as a third pathogenic allele that acts as a genetic modifier [34]. Further, in retinitis pigmentosa, transheterozygous mutations in the unlinked RDS and ROM1 gene have been identified, in which generally only compound heterozygotes develop the disease [35]. Therefore, the possibility of an oligogenic disease model in the genetic etiology of PCD should be investigated in the future. This may not only change the way we analyze sequencing data for the diagnosis of PCD but also elucidate novel and more complicated genotype-phenotype relationships explain the observed clinical heterogeneity in PCD.

The ongoing identification of PCD-related genes and mutations has opened up new perspectives for developing personalized genetic therapies, as is seen in CF [36, 37]. Both gene therapy and small molecule cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) modulators, including potentiatators, correctors and translational read-through agents, are designed to treat the underlying cause of CF and have undergone (pre-)clinical testing over the past decade. Ivacaftor, a CFTR potentiator, and Lumacaftor, a CFTR corrector, are currently the only two FDA approved small molecule therapies in CF, increasing chloride transport up to 15-50% of wild type level in patients with class II-IV mutations [37]. Such small molecule compounds that modify the phenotype are generally discovered using high-throughput screens of chemically diverse compounds [38]. Such screens have already been applied in ciliopathy models to identify pathways that are critical for ciliary function [39, 40]. A next step is to investigate whether these drug screens can also be used to select possible targets for therapeutic interventions. As the protein defects in PCD are heterogeneous, development of such therapeutic options should be targeted at the most prevalent gene defects.
Gene therapy can be employed by various techniques that either replace the entire mutated gene, introduce exogenous wildtype mRNA, correct misspliced transcripts or repair the specific gene defect. All these techniques need to be delivered to the cells of interest by a vector. This can either be a viral vector or lipid or polymer nanoparticles. As in CF, the airways are the primary focus of gene therapy in PCD. As the lungs are easily accessible, host defense mechanisms have complicated the use of viral factors while other methods have been slightly more successful [41]. Studies with gene therapy in CF so far have showed limited treatment effects and revealed that there is a need for more efficient vectors to deliver the cDNA to the airway cells [41]. In PCD, four studies investigating gene therapy have been conducted so far [42–45]. Three studies investigated whole-gene replacement of DNAI1 in mice and cultured human epithelial cells [43–45]. However a number of PCD related genes, of which DNAH5 is the most important example causing ~30% of cases, exceed the vector capacity as they are too large. Further, replaced and resident cellular genes are driven by different promoters. Subsequently, the expression of a replaced gene may differ and be physiologically unrelated. It also has the risk of incorporating the gene off target, causing a deleterious effect. The most striking example of this risk is the reported vector-induced leukemia through enhancer-mediated mutagenesis in 5 out of 20 children with X-linked severe combined immunodeficiency disorder that received gene therapy [46, 47]. Gene repair does not have these problems as it is not size dependent and does not include integration into the host cell genome. Its feasibility in PCD was demonstrated by correcting DNAH11 mutations in cultured airway cells from PCD patients normalizing ciliary beat pattern in one third of the cells [42]. A novel gene repair method is provided by CRISPR/CAS9, which was recently discovered as an essential part of adaptive immunity in a bacteria, enabling the organisms to respond to and eliminate invading genetic material. Applying CRISPR/CAS9 to edit mutations in two CF models, a small and large intestinal organoid and induced pluripotent stem cells, demonstrated normal CFTR function [36, 48]. Although the first results are encouraging, this gene repair system also has many challenges to face before it can be safely tested in humans. Moreover, gene repair in an individual with two null mutations can lead to immunological rejection of repaired cells, due to the production of a protein that is not known to the immune system.

PART II RESPIRATORY MANAGEMENT OF PCD

2.1.1 Exhaled breath analysis in PCD
As discussed in more detail in chapter 5, metabolites are end products of biochemical processes in our body. Metabolites change in case of disease and are therefore excellent candidates for diagnosing, classifying and following-up disease. The easy access of exhaled
breath (EB) is especially attractive in investigating lung diseases. Specific Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) can be identified by using chemical analytical techniques, such as Gas-Chromatography coupled to Mass-Spectrometry or by cross-reactive gas sensors that provide a pattern of sensor responses, electronic noses (eNoses). The potential of exhaled breath analysis has been investigated in the diagnosis of various lung diseases, including acute respiratory stress syndrome, asthma, cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and malignant pleural mesothelioma, on which we have elaborated in chapter 5. The distinctive EB patterns in these patients are thought to be a reflection of both the underlying disease processes and the host response. Assessing the breath of children with CF and PCD was a first step in evaluating whether these diseases could also be distinguished from one another by their breath profile (chapter 6). Although CF and PCD could be separated on the basis of their breath, we observed a moderate sensitivity of 84% due to some overlap in breath prints. Test characteristics slightly improved when patients with a pulmonary exacerbation were omitted, supporting the notion that some of the discriminating VOCs are related to the host response. The potential benefit of using exhaled breath analysis in CF and PCD primarily lies in non-invasive disease monitoring. Pulmonary exacerbations accelerate disease progression in CF and non-CF bronchiectasis and cause a permanent decline in lung function [49]. Detection of exacerbations during or even prior to arising symptoms would allow clinicians to start adequate therapy timelier. Currently, culture-dependent techniques are used to identify microbes in sputum or throat swabs and direct therapy. This is primarily based on the hypothesis that one primary pathogen drives the immune host response resulting in an increase in sputum, cough and decrease in lung function. However, many studies using novel culture-independent techniques did not observe such changes in the bacterial density or community diversity during exacerbations in CF, compared to a stable disease state [50–52]. These findings suggest that changes in the lung microbial community during exacerbations are far more complex than just the increase of one organism that leads to a systemic inflammatory response. In chapter 6 we observed distinct breath patterns in children with CF and PCD with clinical signs of a pulmonary exacerbation at the time of the breath collection. As we did not use an analytical molecular technique, we cannot be sure of the exact drivers of these differences. Commonly captured pathogens in CF and PCD, such as *P. aeruginosa* and *S. pneumoniae*, produce several unique VOCs that are not produced in the human body. These VOCs can be accurately detected in the headspace of cultures with different strains [53, 54]. However, available studies comparing *in vitro* data to *in vivo* data observe limited translation into host-pathogen fingerprints. Using a SESI-MS technique, Zhu and colleagues observed that only one quarter to one-third of the total metabolome was shared between the *in vitro* and *in vivo* conditions that were tested [55]. This high degree of variation is likely to be caused by the interaction between bacteria and its environment and by the immune response of the host. It is unlikely that complex
changes that occur during an exacerbation in CF and PCD can be captured by one or several (pre-selected) exhaled VOC biomarkers. In contrast, an unbiased approach, such as provided by eNose technologies that are based on pattern recognition, captures the entire spectrum of contributing VOCs. To investigate the main drivers of a distinct exhaled breath pattern during an exacerbation, these breath patterns should be related to both chemical analytical techniques and microbiome analysis [56]. Such a study is currently underway in children and adults with CF (Merieux study). A next step is to see whether changes can be detected prior to the onset of clinical symptoms. For example, in ventilated ICU patients the slope of the eNose signal can be used to detect patients that develop a ventilator associated pneumonia (VAP) with reasonable accuracy [57]. This may imply that an eNose signal can indeed be used to monitor short-term disease progression in pulmonary disease.

2.1.2 Methodological considerations

Many challenges need to be faced before exhaled breath analysis can reliably be used in a clinical setting (chapter 5). Some of which encompass technical issues such as different sampling methods, reproducibility between devices and a lack of standardization in conducting measurements, storage and analysis. Fortunately, important progress is currently made in all these fields by the international breath research community fields. The European Respiratory Society taskforce recently published a set of recommendations on standardization of sample collection and available analytical approaches [58]. These protocols balance between controlling the influence of unwanted noise on the exhaled breath signals and clinical applicability. In chapter 5 we shortly discuss that efforts have been made by some investigators to control influences, such as background air, exercise, diet and smoking. Although we partially controlled for inhaled substances by letting patients breathe through a filter before exhaling (chapter 6), vigorously trying to control all these aspects may hamper clinical usefulness. Moreover, it is still unknown whether fasting or restraining from exercise enhances reproducibility of VOC patterns or improves the signal to noise ratio. When assessing the discriminative ability of exhaled breath analysis in short-term disease progression, such as a pulmonary exacerbation, a first step is to evaluate whether breath profiles are distinct in a cross-sectional study (chapter 6). Subsequently, longitudinal analysis in stable disease and during an exacerbation is required to assess normal variability and variability that correlates with clinical progression. As considerable heterogeneity exists in the clinical appearance of pulmonary exacerbations in CF and PCD, the underlying microbial changes and host response, investigations should focus on within-patient changes.
2.1.3 Future perspectives and recommendations

Pattern-recognition based breath tests have the capability to capture the entire spectrum of exhaled metabolites in contrast to analyzing a set of preselected VOCs in breath. However, to investigate what kind of VOCs drive changes in breath prints in different diseases or disease states, it requires combining pattern based techniques with chemical analytical based techniques. Adding other omic -techniques will improve our knowledge on the underlying processes during a pulmonary exacerbation. Further, eNose sensors can be adjusted to increase sensitivity to VOC classes that are the main drivers in a certain breath print, decreasing the signal to noise ratio. Longitudinal data with day to day sampling in CF and PCD patients will shed more light on normal variability and changes that are related to an exacerbation. If technical challenges can be overcome and longitudinal individual changes in a breath print correlate with clinical symptoms, exhaled breath analysis has the potential to development into a point of care test that ideally would facilitate home monitoring of patients.

2.2.1 Hypertonic saline treatment in PCD

As there are no randomised controlled trials in PCD, treatment guidelines are primarily based on extrapolations from CF care and expert opinions [27]. Retained mucus acts as a nidus for chronic infection and subsequent inflammation and lung damage. Muco-active agents may improve sputum cough clearability in patients with increased sputum viscosity, such as in PCD [59–63]. In chapter 7 we demonstrated that general health perception, as measured by the Quality of Life Bronchiectasis (QoL-B) questionnaire, is modestly improved after 12 weeks of bi-daily inhalations with hypertonic saline in adult PCD patients. However, no change was seen in the primary outcome, the St. George's Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ) score and the other secondary outcomes. Being of explorative nature these results need to be interpreted with caution. This study shows a possible benefit of hypertonic saline in PCD patients, but our sample size was small and we tested many variables. The negative result on the primary outcome may be explained by a lack of clinically significant effect of hypertonic saline in PCD patients, but there are also some alternative explanations (chapter 7) [64]. One of the main problems that we encountered was the underestimated variability of the outcome parameters, leading to an underpowered study. However, this is the first RCT to include only PCD patients and it provides detailed clinical data that will help the planning of future studies. Further, it raised awareness on the importance of evidence based treatments in PCD. A set of key elements for improving treatment of patients with rare lung diseases were proposed by the PCD research community [64]. One of the recommendations includes the recruitment of pediatric patients as they account for the most diagnosed patients. Another advantage of this would be that initiation of therapy early in the disease may delay further progression. However, despite the dramatic effect that HS has on time to new exacerbation
in CF patients over 6 years of age, no effect was seen in infants with CF in the ISIS trial [65]. These results have spiked the discussion on limitations of current outcome parameters to evaluate early lung disease. A parallel can be drawn to PCD in which lung disease progresses more slowly than in CF and sensitive measures are unavailable at this point in time [66].

2.2.2 Methodological considerations

There is little known about the natural disease course in PCD. Fortunately, recent international collaborations have led to a prospective European patient registration [25]. However, the lack of disease-specific outcome measures in PCD hamper adequate monitoring of disease progression and evaluation of therapeutic options. The ISIS trial illustrated that we need to find measures that are sensitive for changes early in the disease process, when there is no or little permanent lung damage.

Traditional outcome measures of lung health used in clinical trials, such as survival and lung function decline, are too insensitive to be used in short-term trials of therapy for patients with PCD. Spirometry is frequently used in CF and non-CF bronchiectasis patients to monitor disease progression. However, FEV1 values seem relatively insensitive to progression of lung disease in PCD. Evident changes were observed using high-resolution CT (HRCT), while spirometric values remained stable in many patients [67]. Although HRCT is useful for staging, it is impractical for monitoring because of the radiation burden. Lung clearance index (LCI), reflecting ventilation inhomogeneity, correlates much better with HRCT than spirometry in CF patients. It may thus have potential in the follow-up of older children and adults, but measurements are not feasible in infants. In PCD however, the relationship between LCI and structural lung changes is not that clear [68–70]. This underlines the need to standardize equipment and technical methods and to be cautious with extrapolating results from CF research. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) released a guidance on patient reported outcomes (PROs), which advocates the use of psychometrically sound PROs in chronic disease conditions [71]. Health-related quality of life (HRQL) measures the impact of disease and treatments on a patients’ daily functioning and adds unique information to standard clinical measures. Aztreonam is the first respiratory drug approved by the FDA based on “improvement in respiratory symptoms” as measured by the CFQ-R Respiratory Symptoms Scale [72]. In chapter 7 we also used a HRQL questionnaire as a primary outcome to explore the effect of hypertonic saline in adult PCD patients. At that time, the St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ) was the best-validated PRO in bronchiectasis patients [73]. It was initially developed for patients with COPD and has a limited number of respiratory symptoms, long and variable recall periods and considerable respondent burden [74]. The Quality of Life Bronchiectasis questionnaire (QoL-B) is developed specifically for non-CF bronchiectasis patients, but was not validated yet at the time the study started [75]. We show some evidence in chapter 7 that a more disease-specific PRO for PCD, i.e. the QoL-B, was able
to capture significant changes in health perception after hypertonic saline treatment, while the SGRQ was not. This underlines the need for development of sensitive outcome measures in PCD. Recently, the QoL-B PCD has been developed for both children and adults and is now being validated in a large azithromycin trial in PCD [76, 77]. Ideally, a treatment would not only improve daily symptoms but also positively influence long-term disease progression. “Time to new exacerbation” can be regarded as an indirect measure of this process and may qualify as an adequate clinical outcome in PCD [78]. However, exacerbation frequency in PCD is currently unknown, possibly limiting its use [65]. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate a range of longitudinal inflammatory markers in PCD (chapter 7). Our results confirm the presence of a chronic neutrophilic inflammation in PCD patients [79]. In addition we observed high interferons, possibly linked to an anti-viral response [80].

2.2.3 Recommendations and future perspectives

The mucokinetic effect of HS has been observed ex vivo and in vivo in healthy controls and various suppurative lung diseases. To study the full potential of HS treatment in PCD, future studies should include a larger sample size. The results described in chapter 7 of this thesis enable accurate sample size calculations for quality of life, spirometry and inflammatory outcomes. Future studies should also incorporate more disease-specific outcome measures and a longer intervention period.

The study in chapter 7 raised awareness of the need for improvements in recruitment, development of interventions that account for the multisystem aspects of PCD and sensitive outcome parameters of early lung disease [64]. Multinational studies that include PCD patients that are diagnosed according to recent guidelines are vital to move forward. International patients registration and active participation by patient organizations may help to facilitate trial enrollment to evaluate novel treatment options in PCD [25, 64]. An important example of such a collaboration is the European multicenter RCT on azithromycin maintenance therapy in children and adults with PCD which is currently being conducted [76]. Prophylactic macrolide treatment, covering a wide range of bacteria encountered in PCD, has been studied in many trials in chronic respiratory diseases in the last decade [81]. Improvement in lung function, decrease in pulmonary exacerbations and a reduction in the need for additional antibiotics was observed in CF and non-CF bronchiectasis patients after 6-12 months of use [82–84]. In addition to antibacterial properties there has been increasing interest in the potential anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory properties of macrolides, possibly attenuating chronic inflammation [81].
FINAL CONCLUSIONS

This thesis provides insight into the genetic background of Dutch PCD patients and the role of a genetic testing in the diagnosis of PCD. The identification of the novel \textit{CCDC114} gene provides a genetic diagnosis in all PCD patients originating from the historically isolated town of Volendam in the Netherlands. In addition, we presented the first X-linked gene that is related to non-syndromic PCD. These findings have a major impact on the analysis of genetic data in PCD and the counseling of patients. At this moment in time, the sole use of a genetic test in the diagnosis of PCD is not feasible as $\sim$20-30\% of the PCD-related genes are unknown and technical challenges in the storage, analysis and interpretation of large quantities of sequencing data need to be faced. If these issues can be resolved in the future, whole-exome or whole-genome sequencing in combination with an in-silico gene panel, has the potential to become a first-line diagnostic test in PCD. Until that time, we advise to combine the information obtained from DNA, RNA, functional tests and clinical data to diagnose PCD patients and to improve our knowledge on the genetic base of ciliary function. In this thesis we also show the potential of exhaled breath analysis by eNose in CF and PCD, which primarily lies in non-invasive monitoring of changes in disease status. Longitudinal studies are required to investigate whether this technique can be of any clinical value to the individual patient. If eNose technology is combined with chemical analytical methods to identify the underlying drivers of a breath profile, eNoses can be tailored to detect a certain disease state. This thesis also presents the first RCT in adult PCD patients evaluating the effect of hypertonic saline inhalations on quality of life. Future intervention studies in PCD should include multinational recruitment of patients and use disease-specific outcome measures that are sensitive to early lung disease in PCD and to short-term changes.
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